Teacher Answer Sheet for Guidebook Clues

Here are the symbols (and the locations) they should find on the photograph. They should then identify which animal they represent using the guidebook.

Alligators = A
Location: Front of machine on left of workbench

Swans = S
Location: Front of box on top shelf

Iguana = I
Location: Bottom right hand corner of paper pinned up

Rabbits = R
Location: By bottle (and blue pillar) on top left of shelf

Eagles = E
Location: Top left corner of left cupboard front

Frogs = F
Location: On back wall of isolation cabinet

Rhinoceroses = R
Location: To the left of plugs on front of isolation cabinet

Write the first letter of each animal name here: A, S, I, R, E, F, R

Now solve the anagram to reveal the murderer's name!

FRASIER